Cine magnetic resonance imaging of spinal intradural arachnoid cysts.
The diagnostic value of cine magnetic resonance imaging (CMRI) that visualizes fluid and tissue movement was evaluated in patients with spinal intradural arachnoid cysts, a rare but increasingly detected cause of spinal cord dysfunction. Four patients with thoracic spinal intradural arachnoid cysts were investigated with conventional T1- and T2-weighted and cardiac-gated CMRI. Four normal volunteers also underwent CMRI for comparison. Sagittal T1- and T2-weighted imaging showed lesions as an abnormal widening of the posterior spinal subarachnoid space, but mixed high- and low-signal intensities on T2-weighted imaging suggested cystic lesions. CMRI, using 16 to 20 sagittal gradient echo images during the cardiac cycle of normal volunteers, indicated synchronous signal changes along the subarachnoid space, suggesting a smooth cerebrospinal fluid flow. CMRI of patients detected that the caudal or cranial direction of the high-signal propagation suddenly reversed at some locations (as if rebounding) in an asynchronous fashion along the lesion (asynchronous rebound phenomenon), which was well demonstrated by the closed-loop video mode. Cystectomy revealed that the cysts consisted of multiple lobules and that the asynchronous rebound phenomenon corresponded with some boundaries of cyst lobules. CMRI also visualized dynamic spinal cord compression by the cyst. CMRI can demonstrate abnormal fluid flow and spinal cord compression caused by a spinal intradural arachnoid cyst.